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Abstract

Substitute product recommendation is important to improve
customer experience in E-commerce. Recent developments in
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) show superior advantages in
recommendation systems, as they are able to leverage both
content information of each item, and connections among
items that reflect customer behavior interactions. Despite a
substantial amount of effort has been made to homogeneous
and heterogeneous GNN, few works shown generalization
and efficiency in large-scale heterogeneous graph structure
and none of them are optimized for substitute product rec-
ommendation task. In this paper, first, we present HetSAGE,
a novel general framework for heterogeneous graph struc-
ture. In HetSAGE, we build a two-level hierarchical informa-
tion aggregation: neighbor-level aggregation and edge-level
aggregation. Specifically, for each node, the neighbor-level
aggregator aims to aggregate information from its neighbor
nodes connected with the same type of edges, and the edge-
level aggregator further aggregates different types of edges.
Second, we propose a novel Neighbor-SIM attention mecha-
nism for edge-level aggregation, which is optimized for sub-
stitute product recommendation task. Extensive experiments
on both proprietary and public Amazon datasets illustrate the
best performance of HetSAGE with Neighbor-SIM attention
mechanism compared with state-of-the-art GNN methods on
the substitute product recommendation tasks.

1 Introduction
Recommendation systems are playing critical roles in E-
commerce. They improve user experience by suggesting rel-
evant items from a huge candidate pools to meet users’
tastes. Despite the tremendous amount of research on im-
proving recommender systems (Schafer et al. 2007; Ado-
mavicius and Tuzhilin 2011; Bobadilla et al. 2013; Her-
locker et al. 2017), few attempts have been made to inves-
tigate different relationships among products (Zheng et al.
2009; McAuley, Pandey, and Leskovec 2015; Zhang and
Bockstedt 2016). In this paper, we focus on studying the sub-
stitute relationship among products in E-commerce. Specif-
ically, substitute products are typically similar and compat-
ible, and equally attractive to the same group of target cus-
tomers (Shocker, Bayus, and Kim 2004; McAuley, Pandey,
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and Leskovec 2015; Zhang et al. 2019c). Such a substi-
tute relationship, once discovered, would be greatly helpful
in improving customer satisfaction. For instance, Amazon
could recommend its customers substitute products to re-
duce their frustration when the query product is out of stock.

One important source to understand product sustainability
is the item’s content information, like product image, title,
and description. In the field of content-based representation
learning, deep learning methods have shown prominent per-
formance (Van den Oord, Dieleman, and Schrauwen 2013;
Covington, Adams, and Sargin 2016). For example, Alibaba
built a visual search system to find visually similar products
given customer’s image queries (Zhang et al. 2018). Pin-
terest applied image search in their content-based product
recommendations (Zhai et al. 2019). However, if only con-
tent information is available, expert knowledge is required
in identifying the key attributes to define “substitute” for
different product families (e.g., substitute apparels should
have similar images, substitute furnitures should have sim-
ilar style and dimension). However, this is neither scalable
nor guaranteed to be the best definition for all customers.

Another important source to understand product sustain-
ability is the customer behavior data, including click logs
and purchase records, which reflect product relationships
from the customers’ perspective. In the field of behavior-
based representation learning, there’re also lots of success
works. For example, Alibaba proposed a representation
learning method using graph to model user-to-item inter-
actions (Cen et al. 2019). Amazon leveraged collaborative
filtering to model item-to-item interactions (Linden, Smith,
and York 2003). However, one potential issue of only us-
ing behavior information is that it suffers from the cold-start
problem for new or unseen products. In contrast, the content
data can provide useful information for cold items. There-
fore, the information from item content and customer be-
havior are complementary to each other.

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are capable of learn-
ing product representations from both content information
and behavior interactions (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec
2017a; Ying et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2020). However, most
of the GNNs are designed to handle the homogeneous net-
work with single-typed edge, while real-world behavior in-
teractions are often multi-typed which motivated by differ-
ent purpose (e.g., people purchase A also purchase B means



they are more likely to be complementary, people view A
also view B means they’re more likely to be substitutes). To
incorporate data heterogeneity, several heterogeneous GNN
methods with attention mechanism have been proposed re-
cently (Wang et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019a; Hu et al. 2019;
Hong et al. 2020). However, none of the existing heteroge-
neous GNNs have been built to learn product representation
optimized for substitute product recommendations.

In this paper, we propose a highly-scalable, generic het-
erogeneous GNN model named HetSAGE for substitute
product recommendation. In particular, our contributions in-
clude but not limit to:
• We propose HetSAGE, a two-level hierarchical GNN ar-

chitecture (i.e., neighbor-level and edge-level aggrega-
tion) as a nature extension of the homogeneous Graph-
SAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017a) . The pro-
posed work can be applied as a general framework to
large-scale heterogeneous graphs.

• We propose a novel Neighbor-SIM attention mechanism
in the edge-level aggregation in HetSAGE, which is opti-
mized for substitute product recommendation tasks.

• We build a large-scale recommendation engine that re-
trieves and ranks substitute products in Amazon. Exper-
iments on both proprietary and public datasets illustrate
the superiority of HetSAGE with Neighbor-SIM atten-
tion mechanism compared with the state-of-the-art GNN
methods on the substitute product retrieval tasks.

2 Related Work
Although the concept of product substitution has been pro-
posed for over twenty years (Bucklin, Russell, and Srini-
vasan 1998; Shocker, Bayus, and Kim 2004; Zheng et al.
2009), there has been relatively few works that rigorously
study substitute product relationships when designing rec-
ommendation systems. An exception to this is the work of
McAuley, Pandey, and Leskovec (2015) who developed the
first method that is capable of modeling and predicting sub-
stitute products from product reviews and descriptions via
topic modeling. Recently, several non-GNN deep learning
models are proposed to model the substitutable relationship
between products (Wang et al. 2018; Rakesh et al. 2019;
Zhang et al. 2019b,c; Chen et al. 2020). Motivated by the
recent trend of exploiting GNNs designing recommendation
systems, e.g., (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017b), we
propose a heterogeneous GNN model for product substitu-
tion that combines product content information (e.g., title,
image) and behavior information with different edge types
indicating different behavior relations.

GNNs (Bronstein et al. 2017; Hamilton, Ying, and
Leskovec 2017b; Wu et al. 2020) which aim to extend the
deep neural network to deal with arbitrary graph-structured
data have become increasingly studied. Among them, GCN
(Kipf and Welling 2016) leverages convolutional operation
to propagate structural information of graphs layer by layer;
GraphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017a) pro-
vides an inductive approach to combine structural informa-
tion with node features. GAT (Veličković et al. 2017) em-
ploys self-attention mechanism to measure impacts of dif-

ferent neighbors and combine their impacts to obtain node
embeddings. However, all these approaches are designed to
handle homogeneous graph structure with one edge type.

Recently, several studies attempted to extend GNNs to
heterogeneous graphs. HAN (Wang et al. 2019), and Het-
SANN (Hong et al. 2020) propose heterogeneous GNN
models with self attention mechanism. However, as a
drawback, the neighbor-level attention precludes sampling,
thus lacks the ability to scale to large graph. R-GCN
(Schlichtkrull et al. 2018) propose an edge type aware aggre-
gator for dealing with highly multi-relational data in knowl-
edge graph. HetGNN (Zhang et al. 2019a), the most re-
lated work to ours, proposes a heterogeneous GNN archi-
tecture with two modules to aggregate feature information
of those sampled neighboring nodes of different types. In
contrast, our model provides a framework that generalizes
HetGNN on heterogeneous graph. On top of that, we pro-
pose a novel attention mechanism specifically optimized for
substitute product recommendation.

3 Method
3.1 Problem Setup
For each product, its substitute products are similar and
compatible products of itself (Shocker, Bayus, and Kim
2004; McAuley, Pandey, and Leskovec 2015; Zhang et al.
2019c). This substitute relation is not unique, namely one
product could have several substitute products. In this paper,
we assume that we have access to a set of labeled substitute
pairs S. For each substitute pair (i, j) ∈ S, we call i the
query product and j the substitute product. We aim to learn
an embedding for each product such that substitute products
are closer in the embedding space.

To incorporate the multi-typed item-to-item relations, we
consider a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E), which consists
of a set of nodes V and a set of edges E . Nodes in the graph
represent items and edges are item-to-item relations (e.g.,
viewed together by a customer). In the graph there is one
node type but K edge types, E = {E1, . . . , EK},K > 1.
Denote node pair (i, j) the directed edge that links from the
node i ∈ V to j ∈ V and (j, i) its reversed edge. A node i is
a type k neighbor of node j if and only if (i, j) ∈ Ek. The set
of all the type k neighbors of node j is defined as {i ∈ V :
(i, j) ∈ Ek}. In addition to the graph structure, each node i
is associated with real-valued attributes xi, which contains
content information (e.g., title, image) about a node.

Our goal is to leverage both the content informmation and
the graph structure to generate embeddings of each node
zi ∈ Rd that preserves the substitute relation, 0 < d� |V|.
Subsequently, these embeddings are used for substitute can-
didate retrieval and ranking via a nearest neighbor lookup.

3.2 Model Architecture
Now we present HetSAGE, a general framework that lever-
ages both nodes’ attributes and graph structure to efficiently
generate embeddings on multiplex heterogeneous graph.
Figure 1 presents the overall framework of HetSAGE.

The key idea of most GNNs is to aggregate feature in-
formation from a node’s neighbors in each layer, such as
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Figure 1: One layer of the proposed HetSAGE architecture
(blue and orange arrows are edges and the solid lines of
them represent sampled neighbors). It consists of two com-
ponents: in neighbor-level aggregation, a fixed size of same
type neighbors is sampled and aggregated; and in edge-level
aggregation, different edge types are aggregated. The output
feature of target node is then fed into the next layer.

GCN, GraphSAGE, and GAT. Such an aggregation is also
called graph convolution in literature (Duvenaud et al. 2015;
Kipf and Welling 2016). However, directly applying these
approaches to heterogeneous graphs may raise two issues.
First, they are not designed for heterogeneous graph, thus
there is no general aggregation framework for multiple types
of neighbors, as different edge types could have different
meaning of connectivity; Second, aggregating all the neigh-
bors could be computationally inefficient (Hamilton, Ying,
and Leskovec 2017a). To that end, we propose the HetSAGE
architecture, where a fixed size of neighbors is sampled for
each edge type to improve computation efficiency and differ-
ent types of neighbors are aggregated via a flexible aggrega-
tion mechanism that can be tailored to different use cases.
Next, we introduce the details of HetSAGE, which consists
of two hierarchical components: Neighbor-Level Aggrega-
tion and Edge-Level Aggregation.

Neighbor-Level Aggregation Our model firstly aggre-
gates neighbor nodes connected to the query node with the
same type of edges. In industry scenario, the graph usu-
ally have huge size with large node degree. For computa-
tional efficiency, we uniformly sampleNk neighbors of each
edge type k, instead of using full neighborhood sets. Denote
Nk(i) the set of node i’s sampled type k neighbors, hl

i the
feature representation of node i at layer l, hl

Nk(i)
the aggre-

gated neighbor feature, and “N-Aggregator” the same type
neighbor-level aggregator. The aggregated neighbor feature
can be represented by hl

Nk(i)
= N-Aggregator({hl

j ,∀j ∈
Nk(i)}). Similar to GraphSAGE, N-Aggregator here could
have several options such as “mean” or “max-pooling”. Be-
sides neighbor sampling strategy, parameters (e.g., weights)
of HetSAGE with localized neighbor sampling are shared
across all nodes, making the parameter complexity of our
approach independent of the input graph size.

Edge-Level Aggregation The previous step generates K
aggregated neighbor features for the target node i. To fur-
ther aggregate these edge type depended neighbor fea-
tures with node i’s own feature, we introduce the edge-
level aggregator, which can be represented as E-Aggregator:
hl+1
i = E-Aggregator({hl

i} ∪ {hl
Nk(i)

,∀k}). Similar to N-

Algorithm 1: HetSAGE
Input: the heterogenous graph G, node attributes

{xi}, a set of mini-batch nodesM, number
of layers L, sample neighbor size for each
type Nk, N-Aggregator, E-Aggregator.

Output: Embeddings zi,∀i ∈M
/* neighbor sampling */
SL ←M;
for l = L, . . . , 1 do

for k = 1, . . . ,K do
Sample Nk type k neighbors for each node
i ∈ Sl, denoted by Nk(i);

end
Sl−1 ← Sl ∪ {Nk(i),∀k, ∀i ∈ Sl} ;

end
/* generate embeddings */
h0
i ← xi,∀i ∈ S0;

for l = 1, . . . , L do
for k = 1, . . . ,K do

hl−1
Nk(i)

= N-Aggregator({hl−1
j ,∀j ∈

Nk(i)}), ∀i ∈ Sl;
end
hl
i = E-Aggregator({hl−1

i } ∪ {h
l−1
Nk(i)

,∀k}),
∀i ∈ Sl;

end
zi = hL

i /‖hL
i ‖2, ∀i ∈M;

Aggregator, this edge-level aggregator is a general form and
could have multiple options, e.g., “concatenation”, “max-
pooling” or “mean”. A detailed achitecture of HetSAGE is
shown in Algorithm 1 and a more specific example will be
discussed in the next section.

3.3 Neighbor-Sim Attention E-Aggregator
Attention mechanism can be adopted by the proposed E-
Aggregator to allow models to focus on informative relation-
ships (edges). Recent state-of-the-art heterogeneous GNN
model proposed in (Zhang et al. 2019a) falls into this cat-
egory as it uses attention mechanism in edge-level aggrega-
tion, where the attention mechanism was defined as

hl+1
Nk(i)

= Wl
k · hl

Nk(i)
+ bl

k, (1)

ĥl+1
i = Wl · hl

i + bl, (2)

ek = σ1(u · concat(ĥl+1
i ,hl+1

Nk(i)
)), (3)

e0 = σ1(u · concat(ĥl+1
i , ĥl+1

i )), (4)

ak = ek/
∑K

k=0 ek, k = 0, . . . ,K (5)

hl+1
i = σ2(a0ĥ

l+1
i +

∑K
k=1 akh

l+1
Nk(i)

), (6)

In (1)-(2), the neighbors’ and self node’s features are fed
through a fully connected layer, Wl

k and bl
k are learnable

network parameters. In (3)-(4), u is a learnable attention
vector to measure the substitutability of self node and its
neighbors. (5) further normalizes the attention weights and
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Figure 2: Illustration of Neighbor-SIM attention mechanism
(blue and orange blocks are different type neighbors’ fea-
ture and the gray one is self node’s). This architecture serves
as the E-Aggregator in the HetSAGE framework (Figure 1),
where different type neighbors’ and self node’s feature are
aggregated to generate new self node’s feature for next layer.

applies to the l+1 layer node representation in (6). However,
this attention mechanism is not optimal for product substi-
tutability measurement.

To further optimize for substitute product recommenda-
tion task, we present a new novel Neighbor-Sim attention
mechanism. The Neighbor-Sim attention E-Aggregator can
be defined as:

ek = σ1(ĥl+1
i · hl+1

Nk(i)
), (7)

ak = ek/
∑K

k=1 ek, k = 1, . . . ,K (8)

hl+1
i = σ2(ĥl+1

i +
∑K

k=1 akh
l+1
Nk(i)

). (9)

We leverage (7)-(9) to aggregate the features of multiple
types of neighbors instead of (3)-(6). See Figure 2 for an
illustration.

There are two major advantages of the new attention
mechanism. First, we directly use the inner product between
self node and neighbor ĥl+1

i · hl+1
Nk(i)

in (7) as the score

function to replace the concat(ĥl+1
i ,hl+1

Nk(i)
) in (3)-(4) to

better measure the substitutability among items. Our de-
sign is based on the fact that the substitute products should
have similar content features with query products, thus the
higher the inner product is, the more likely they are sub-
stitutable and the stronger connection is established in our
attention mechanism. Second, we construct the attention
mechanism only across different types of neighbors in (8)
(i.e., k = 1, . . . ,K), not including the self node as in (5)
(i.e., k = 0, . . . ,K). This design is equivalent to setting the
weight a0 of the self node ĥl+1

i to 1, which preserves and
propagates more content information of the self node into
the next layer representation hl+1

i .

3.4 Model Training
Finally, we leverage triplet loss for the output embeddings
optimization, which aims to maximize the cosine similarity
of the of positive substitute examples, i.e., the embedding
of the query product zq and the substitute product zs, for
(q, s) ∈ S. Meanwhile, we want to ensure that the inner
product of negative examples, zq · zn, is smaller than that of

Dataset proprietary data public data
# node ∼1.5M 11,417

# co-purchase ∼24M 9,138
# co-view ∼54M 29,338

# view-to-purchase ∼12M N/A
# training pairs ∼3.4M 7,854
# testing pairs ∼850K 1,963

Table 1: Statistics of Datasets.

the positive samples with a margin. The loss function for a
single pair of node embeddings (zq, zs) is

L(zq, zs) = En∼U(V) max{0, zq · zn − zq · zs + ∆} (10)

where the negative product n is uniformly sampled from all
nodes and ∆ denotes the margin hyper-parameter.

4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets
Amazon Proprietary Data We select three types of prod-
uct relationships extracted from historical data: co-purchase,
co-view, and view-to-purchase, where Ecp, Ecv , Ev2p are de-
noted as the corresponding edge sets. The product pair edge
(i, j) in those set represents one of the following relations:

1. co-purchase: customer who purchases i also purchases j,
2. co-view: customer who views i also views j,
3. view-to-purchase: customer who views i eventually pur-

chases j.

According to Amazon’s report (Linden, Smith, and York
2003), the above relationships are collected simply by rank-
ing products according to the cosine similarity of sets of
users who purchased/viewed them. In our experiment, we
use overlapped pairs from co-view and view-to-purchase
with co-purchase removed to be the labeled substitute pairs,
S = (Ecv ∩ Ev2p)\Ecp. The edges in the graph are consid-
ered as directed. Note that co-purchase and co-view should
be bidirectional edges (i.e., (i, j) ∈ Ecp,∀(j, i) ∈ Ecp). view-
to-purchase is not considered as a reversible relation so in
the graph we construct two types of edges including view-
to-purchase and purchase-from-view.

Public Dataset We test our proposed methods on pub-
lic Amazon Review dataset (Ni, Li, and McAuley 2019).
This dataset has no view-to-purchase edge but contains co-
purchase, co-view, and similar-item. We use that similar-
item as the labeled substitute pairs in the training.

The dimensionalities of those two datasets are summa-
rized in Table 1. For both datasets we randomly select 20%
product pairs from S for testing.

4.2 Experiment Setup
Feature Preparation For both proprietary and public
dataset, we extract image and title text feature as the con-
tent input of each product. The visual input is extracted from
pre-trained Xception (2048 dimension) (Chollet 2017) and
the title text input is extracted by pre-trained BERT (768
dimension) (Devlin et al. 2018). They are reduced to 100 di-
mensions by PCA and concatenated into the input attributes.



Dataset Amazon Proprietary Dataset Public Dataset
Metric NDCG@5 NDCG@30 MAP@5 MAP@30 NDCG@5 NDCG@30 MAP@5 MAP@30

None Graph NN 0.0778 0.1364 0.0567 0.0747 0.1523 0.2524 0.1221 0.1545
GraphSAGE (co-purchase) 0.0683 0.1308 0.0482 0.0675 0.1442 0.2496 0.1181 0.1513

GraphSAGE (co-view) 0.0853 0.1694 0.0611 0.087 0.1769 0.292 0.1435 0.1805
GraphSAGE (v2p) 0.1144 0.2072 0.0841 0.1139 - - - -

GraphSAGE (all edge types) 0.0744 0.1442 0.0535 0.0746 0.1774 0.2967 0.1443 0.1825
HetGNN 0.1091 0.2113 0.0778 0.1121 0.1788 0.2972 0.1465 0.1845

HetSAGE (concat) 0.1138 0.2184 0.0816 0.1169 0.1958 0.3146 0.1573 0.1958
HetSAGE (max-pooling) 0.1136 0.2092 0.082 0.1137 0.184 0.3055 0.1506 0.1897

HetSAGE (mean) 0.1246 0.2301 0.0901 0.1257 0.2028 0.3145 0.1624 0.2025
HetSAGE (Neighbor-SIM attention) 0.1253 0.2311 0.0904 0.1263 0.2016 0.3236 0.1665 0.2067

Table 2: Substitute retrieval ranking performances on Amazon proprietary dataset and public dateset. See GraphSAGE in
(Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017a), HetGNN in (Zhang et al. 2019a).

Evaluation Metrics To evaluate the trained embedding
representations, we select the k′ nearest neighbors to each
testing query product in the embedding space. The substi-
tute candidates are selected from all the products appear
in training and testing pairs. We evaluate the returned top
k′ candidates by ranking metrics such as Normalized Dis-
counted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and Mean Average Pre-
cision (MAP) using the labeled pairs in the testing set.

Implementation Details Our models are implemented
based on DGL package1. We set the output embedding di-
mension d to be 128 and 32, and hidden size to be 1024
and 256 for proprietary and public dataset, respectively. For
both datasets, we use a 2-layer model. We set the training
batch size to be 512 and default neighbor sampling size to
be 10. While there could be several design choices for N-
aggregator in our HetSAGE framework, we focus more on
edge-level aggregation and we set the N-aggregator to be
“mean” in all experiments. The model are trained and eval-
uated on one p3.16xlarge AWS SageMaker2 instance with 8
GPUs.

4.3 Baselines
We evaluate the performance of HetSAGE with Neighbor-
SIM attention mechanism against the following state-of-the-
art baselines that generate embeddings of products:

None Graph Neural Networks First we compare with the
method that use no graph structure (behavior relations). This
model is equivalent to a feed-forward neural network trained
by the same triplet loss defined in (10).

Homogeneous GNNs Then we compare with GNN meth-
ods designed for homogeneous graphs. To have a fair com-
parison, we compare to the model that also leverages neigh-
bor sampling strategy (GraphSAGE)

Heterogeneous GNNs Finally, we compare with GNN
methods designed for heterogeneous graphs. We compare
with HetGNN (details illustrated in Section 3.3), as well as
HetSAGE with other basic E-Aggregators including “con-
cat”, “max-pooling”, and “mean”.

1https://www.dgl.ai/
2https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/pricing/instance-types/

4.4 Experiment Results
The substitute retrieval ranking performances on both pro-
prietary and public datasets are presented in Table 2. In the
table, none graph neural networks, homogeneous GNNs,
and Heterogeneous GNNs models are separated in three
blocks, where no edge, one type of edge, and all type of
edges are used to construct the graph, respectively. Specif-
ically, for GraphSAGE (all edge types), we use the edges
of all types in the graph but treat them as one identical type.
For our proposed HetSAGE model, we test three basic edge-
level aggregation methods: “concat”, “max-pooling”, and
“mean”. Finally, we present the results for HetSAGE with
Neighbor-SIM attention mechanism.

Performance Analysis First, we compare GraphSAGE,
the homogeneous GNN model, with the none GNN model.
Results show that in terms of both metrics, using only co-
purchase edge in the graph leads to a worse performance.
This is intuitive as co-purchase often represents complement
relation instead of substitute. Thus adding only co-purchase
edge in a homogeneous graph structure could introduce mis-
leading information. On the other hand, using more infor-
mative edges with respect to substitute such as view-to-
purchase (proprietary dataset) and co-view (both proprietary
and public dataset) increases in the ranking performance.

Second, including all the edge types as one identical type
in the graph is not applicable (GraphSAGE (all edge types)
in Table 2). In the proprietary dataset, the performance is
worse than using only view-to-purchase edge or co-view
edge. This is due to the incapability of homogeneous GNN
to learn multiple connection properties on different edge
types. Treating co-purchase as the same type with view-to-
purchase results in worse performance. This justifies the de-
mand for heterogeneous graph structure in GNNs.

Third, we observe that HetGNN with multiple edge types
could have worse performance than homogeneous GNN
model. For example, in the proprietary dataset, HetGNN is
worse than using view-to-purchase edge only. There are two
potential reasons that motivate our design of HetSAGE and
Neighbor-SIM attention: The attention scores in HetGNN
are computed over neighbor nodes and self node, which
might lead to a small coefficient on self node’s feature. In
our setting the content information of each node is rich and
a small coefficient on self node will result in losing such in-
formation; The attention is not designed directly based on
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Figure 3: Impact of neighbor sampling size to the perfor-
mance and runtime in the HetSAGE model.

the similarity over the features of nodes.
Finally, HetSAGE with “concat”, “max-pooling”, and

“mean” overall achieve better performance compared with
HetGNN and other homogeneous approaches. These E-
Aggregators of HetSAGE compute the features of neighbor
nodes and self node separately, thus the disadvantage of los-
ing content information is resolved. Moreover, HetSAGE
with Neighbor-SIM attention has the best overall perfor-
mance, as it computes attention scores directly based on the
similarity between features of nodes and establishes stronger
connections to types of neighbors with similar features.

Neighbor Size Sensitivity Another important property of
HetSAGE is the neighbor sampling strategy leveraged in
neighbor-level aggregation. Figure 3 shows the performance
and runtime sensitivity with respect to the neighbor sam-
pling size in the HetSAGE model. We observe a perfor-
mance diminishing when then neighbor sampling size is
larger than 10. However, the runtime increases linearly with
neighbor sampling size. Similar observations are also pre-
sented in (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017a) and (Zhang
et al. 2019a). This shows the inefficiency of using atten-
tion based neighbor-level aggregation methods such as GAT,
HAN, and HetSANN in large and dense graph, which aggre-
gate all neighbors without sampling. Our HetSAGE frame-
work, on the other hand, could maintain good performance,
while significantly reducing the runtime.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we present HetSAGE, a general heterogeneous
GNN framework that leverages both product content infor-
mation and multiple types of customer behavior interactions
to generate embedding representations for products, and a
novel Neighbor-SIM attention mechanism in HetSAGE. We
further show HetSAGE achieves the start-of-the-art perfor-
mance on substitute recommendation task on both propri-
etary and public datasets. In the future, we propose to exten-
sively compare with more substitute recommendation algo-
rithms and modify HetSAGE to optimize for other recom-
mendation tasks, such as complemantary recommendation.
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